
DAILY HOME WORK OF CLASS 5 

 DATE - 23/09/2020 

 

WRITE  

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

Q Define three degrees of comparison and explain all three in your C.W copy. 

 

****** 

VIDEO class 5 English language chapter degree of comparison  

***** 

 

SCIENCE  

Ch-7 Rocks , minerals and soil :- (Revision) 

 

1-Explain -  

Soil erosion , Igneous rock , metamorphic rock and soil . 

 

(in register) 

 

********** 

Video - Class 5 Science Rocks , minerals and soil *(All parts) 

********* 

 

ENGLISH LITERATURE 

Practice sheet-3 

L-3 A School with a Difference  

 

All questions/Ans  in revision copy  



Q1.What was the first thing the writer saw when he arrived at school? 

Q2.What did the writer ask Miss Beam about? 

Q3. Describe Miss Beam? 

Q4. What was Millie wearing? 

Q5.What did the writer realize while he was walking with the girl on het blind day? 

Q6. Why those children that had have  already been blind were best?  

 

 

COMPUTER 

Chapter 6 

Working with Tables in MS word 2010 

Go through the given video and answer the following.  

Q:1 When the cell is formed?  

Q:2 Write steps for drawing a table.  

 

******** 

video - Working with tables in MS word 2010 - session 2 

******** 

 

S.S.T. 

Extra Question- 

Q1- Who issued an order dividing the province of Bengal into is Bengal and West Bengal? 

Ans- Viceroy lord Curzon 

Q2- who founded Arya samaj? 

Ans- Swami Dayanand saraswati. 

Q2- Who founded the brahmo samaj? 

Ans- Raja ram Mohan Roy. 

 



******* 

Video class 5 lesson 15 freedom struggle before Mahatma Gandhi session 1 ,2 

******** 

 

 MATHS  

Chapter-9  

  

1- Do the question number 1,3,5,7,9,11,13 & 15 of exercise 33 ( in CW copy) 

2- Do the question number 2,4,6,8,10,12,14 & 16 of exercise 33 ( in HW copy) 

 

***** 

Videos  All Parts of Ch-9 

***** 
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 LEARN  

 

MATHS  

Learn the Rules of Multiplication of Fraction 

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE  

Three degrees of comparison. 

 

ENGLISH LITERATURE  

 LEARN: All answers 

 

S.ST 

Learn written work 

 

SCIENCE 

Learn written work 


